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Best heroes afk arena october 2019



This afk Arena list gives players a rough idea of the best characters you need to focus on during the different stages of the game: Early, Middle and Late Games. Character ratings for different game modes are also included: PvP, PvE, Arcane Maze and Boss.Let't go straight to our list of characters for now. Make sure
you read the note at the end of this article for more ideas. Last updated: Patch 1.52 (December 1, 2020) – Added Mortas! AFK Arena Tier List for late play (LVL. 161 → 240) In this state of the game, legendary characters will not get additional skill improvements, they will fall into power, lose viability. The late game at
AFK Arena is now more developed around mythical heroes.foders (late game): It's safe to sacrifice these characters immediately to upgrade others. Play AFK Arena on PC/Mac to enjoy the game anytime! AFK Arena Early Game List (level 1 → 60) AFK Arena Early Game Tier List ranks the characters based on their
ability to effectively and effectively complete early games. They are usually the heroes who can wear their outfits with as little investment as possible. During the early stage of the game, it is advisable to use either as the main carey while slowly receiving, because it will be your main brings from level 60 to 240.AFK Arena
Tier List for Mid Game (Level 61 → 160) The average game starts at level 61, because this is where legendary characters get their Ultimate lvl.2 and Mythical characters get their 4th skill, making them much more viable from the early game. This is a huge level of achievement for all the characters in afk arena. This is
where the real battles begin. AFK Arena end game list at this stage of the game, all your 5* ascended characters must be in lvl. 240+ with full mythical gear + signature elements! Fodder Cultures (Late Game): Now it's perfectly safe to sacrifice these characters immediatelyNotesCharacternaldescriptionS + Literally far-
fetched. They have the incredible abilities that can easily change the outcome of the match. SThe most powerful Heroes who have the game's changing abilities when they are in the right teams. AThis are very good characters who possess solid utilities and game-changing qualities. BGreat Heroes, which provide decent
abilities and changing qualities of the game. CAverage Heroes who have some decent utilities but not game-changing qualities. DSituational Heroes who do not have utilities. Or you have to spend a huge investment to work. It can only be used in certain specific teams. FTypically useless characters in most team
compositions. It is better not to use them in most cases. Arrange Lists Lists: A general ranking list that acts as an overview of the strength and usefulness of characters in a certain range Levels. PvP: Specifically arranging a list of characters that are best suited to Arena.PvE: a specific list at the hero level, best used for
the campaign and King's Tower.Lab (Labyrinth &amp;Peaks of Time):list at the level of for characters that are best suited to Arcane Maze and peaks of time mode. Team Hunt: Which heroes are best to do against team hunting bossesRelation 1-160: Saves, Mirael, Tasi, Brutus, Lucius, Elijah &amp;gt; Lalah, Immorala,
Solise.Level 161-240: Shemira, Athalia, Elijah &amp;quot;Lila,, Brutus, Lucius, Immoral, Daimon, Lyca.Level 240+: Talene, Rowan, Elijah &amp;lila&amp;lila&quot;, Isolde, Damon, This, Immoral, Rosalin, Ezij, Mehara, Hazard, Lyca, Arthurz.For more details, please scroll down! Endspil PVE &amp;rrttt from ShizzamFirly,
this is my personal opinion. Each player has his own style of play, so what is amazing to me can only be for you, so please take this, and each character stacking list, with a pinch of salt. I categorized the characters in these sections and subsections and provided a brief justification. Note that many characters perform
more than 1 role. PvE HeroesPress + button to see more details Fiercely the best healer. Immortal. If maintained, there will be great damage. It is used at every level of ascension. Damage based on enemy scales so flakes amazing even at low ascension. Great energy is restored and self-sustaining. The damage has a
chance to ignore enemy defenses, such great damage, scaling. There is control with suction and ult. Very good basic statistics with high efficiency regenerator, immunity cc and large signature element of buff allies. Perhaps the best tank in the game with great heals, energy regenerate for the team and stuns. The best
players in the game. Very good damage, gushes and very strong control, flakes very well with enemy level. Maybe the best debuts in the game. Can block the enemy heals and energy easily. Incredible damage data. So strong that he can sing his enemies in large deficits. It can destroy enemy teams with an 80+ wet
deficit. It's a lot of damage, and it could be stagnant. Very good cures and cc.Very good buffs and damage that scales with enemy k.s. Transport her to reservoir to some extent and perhaps the best CC in the game. An incredible energy apron that continues to linger to death, much to the denial of enemy cults. With
signature element hard tank: 4 x cheat deaths that are replenished. Also a very strong damage dealer. Solid damage, self-sustaining and a large single target. Very good basic statistics with high efficiency regenerating, immunity cc and good control. Big hasty and damage buff and with furniture, a strong damage trader.
Very good damage to the AoE, enemy debufi and strong control. Very good AoE debuff, which can interrupt spells and attacks. Once stuffed, very good HP regenerate and cc immunity. Very strong damage and heals. The problem is vulnerable only to interruptions. Good damage, unique playstyle so good in niche
situations. Great debuff damage and can increase quickly during battle. scaling capabilities with enemy damage. However, the response is difficult to do. Drops hard end game, however he still has good defensive abilities and heals. Great single purpose lock and furniture element. Very serious disabilities the point is that
he needs team support while stealing protection from his teammates. Very strong self-support and furniture element. PvP HeroesPress + button to see more detailsThe most numerous cracked characters for pvp, amazing furniture optionsHeroes, which scale with enemy health, perform less in pvp. Heroes who are easily
distracted (including Mehira) are too easily exposed by the positionAl circumstances to be able to take some damage, some characters are too squishyHer signature element and fast attack speed can block enemies at a similar level, - making it a very strong PVP damage dealer. But her abilities don't work in high-level
deficits typical of the campaign. Another list of AFK ArenaFor Campaigns &amp; most extreme players King Tower &amp;quot; | Shared by Idle_Jasper_Here are basically the best characters for the end game at AFK Arena right now. I really do not want to put a specific list with level with S, A, B, Cier, etc. for this section,
so I will put the characters in 3 general categories. Campaign End game listOptimal Tier: Safe and great characters to invest. They shine very well in the late game, even in the highest chapters of AFK Arena.Situation Tier: A little less important. You can swap them with the above characters in some specific situations.
They are very important in some constituent lines. Less: The worst characters to invest in. Always take this list of AFK Arena with salt. You don't have to follow everything I mention in this guide and always remember that the team is the top priority in building the team. Play AFK Arena on PC/Mac to fully enjoy the game!
Basically, you want to create a team developing around one main kerry (The one that provides the main output failure). The team must have 2 tanks (which have high protection and HP) and Hero support (which provide buffs, debuffs, healing effects, crowd control effects, etc.). Everyone else helps the main character
stay to handle as much damage as possible. Optimal list of characters Tier Tier ListSierSier Hero Tier ListFerael, Toran, Naratassi, Lyca, Immoral, EironnLucius, Rowan, Bellinda, FawkesBrutusAthalia (+30 or higher point of signature), Mehira, Twins.Grezhul, Shemira, CelticUlmus, Gorvo, Sayrou, Kaz, Lorsan Rosalin,
Hendrick, EstrildaHassos, Warek, Vuk, Scroka Ortos, Esisbella, Baden, RanNumisu, AndrazaAraZarad Shayra: Why she is not the best character at the start of the game. She's starting to shine from the hunt. 161, as she unlocks her most important skill here. During this time, you can invest your resources and get it up
to 40 levels higher than other characters, while being able to provide decent support for it with the help of lower level support. It is free to play friendly and is easiest to invest in: to receive 2 Shemira copies for free, one of divine reality and one of completing chapter 15. You can also get it Once your crystal is above level
240, you can start to feel that it becomes less effective. Now he dies faster and usually before the final one takes off. After level 240, most players use Shemira in Guild Hunt and some specific only King's Tower. That's why I don't put it on the optimal list of characters at AFK Arena.Triple Wilders ComboShemira + Green
Trio (Lyca, Nemora, Tasi) + Lucius/Brutus/Grezhul is one of the most used teams in the game, especially for the campaign and King's Tower.Tower.Usually after level 240, people tend to replace Shemira with Ferael.The Green Trio is still exceptional for amazing campaigns. And, of course, I highly recommend building
Lyca, Nemora &amp;tasi your first Wilder Heroes. Then you can work on Eironn or Kaz as a tank for the Wilder tower. Arden was great early in the game. It lights up after level 141. However, since it is the 160th level, it will not be as effective past chapter 22/23.Lorsan is not used much in the current meta. However, it is
great for the Hunt Guild and some specific campaigns. Farael, one of the best carries in afk arenaIf not the best. Farael must have one of the best situations on the list at the level of afk arena.He has crazy big damage, stunning. He can summon spirits that reduce the enemy's energy and interrupt attacks. yes, he's so
great. Moreover, it can survive extremely well, avoiding attacks. Not to mention that this subject is one of the best at the moment. Farael starts shining after level 200. And you can really feel the difference after level 240.Get as many copies of Farael as possible. Never use it as food. The lightbear teamNow using Lights
in the campaign becomes more viable with the release of the new Lightbear Heroes.If you don't use a full Lightbear team, you want to focus on Rowan or Lucius at the beginning. The team faction bonus is what the entire Lightbearer team (or Sky Light Toner) is doing right now. You can control Athalia as the main wear
until its signature is lvl 30+ (to ensure there will be enough damage). The Maler Team Mailers are probably the worst faction for the &quot;Royal Tower&quot; campaign. Thanks to the ability of Last Gasp, he is able to deal with enemies who are much stronger than him. Hasos &amp;quot;Saffia&amp;quot; are two
honorary praises. They are very good at some specific chapters. But they are still not enough to be called optimal Heroes.Example LineupsHere are some great examples of composite lines that have been carefully tested by many top players. Brut + Tasi + Immoral + LycaPlay AFK Arena on PC/Mac to fully enjoy the
game! This should be the best team for F2P and low spend players in AFK to play in the end game. This is one of the most popular endpoints at the moment. As a free player, it is quite possible to reach Chapter 25 using this crazy strong strong well replace Brutus with Grezhul, Nara or Thoran.Lucius + Estrilda + Rowan
+ Fox + Belinda Estrillda can be replaced with Hendrick or Rosalin. Fawkes can be used as a dodge tank. You can also use celestial characters in this team as long as they have a high level of signature elements. If you want to use a full Lightbearer team, you will usually need to change Characters depending on the
situation. This is not free to play. Toran + Nara + Farael TeamsThis 3 are great heroes for many teams of the campaign. You can add any character from the mentioned green trio, Eironn, Athalia or Brutus depending on the enemies. If you have any questions or suggestions, feel free to comment below to help us improve
this afk arena list. I love you guys! Guys!
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